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THE MILKY WAY

IS A

SNOWY WHITE

When I speak
I say diﬀerent things out loud
like it is night again in the kitchen,
and all these golden days
A schedule is a moving thing
that you can be behind
or ahead of, and my events
are always shuﬄing
in the micrographia of things and people
Our beginnings were in the ocean
And in the end the sun is going to swallow us up
But you are coming over
and I want to display this dream
to a room full of people
so that when we get heavier
we can sink to the ﬂoor
and never come up

EXPEDITIONS

TO THE

POLAR SEAS

This is when I’d like to see gravity happen.
To navigate the inﬁnite. To push myself
blue-stained against glass, like you,
to see you above the trees in the park.
These boxes are for nesting. The city
is something I’d like to see again and again.
In the past there were blue cafeterias
and the patisserie, there were teenagers.
Now when you eat you are already gone
and the building is gone and I am surprised
at the number of curls in my hair.
When I have a baby I will be so warm
and the warmth will scare me
and I will move through the world like that.
No more summer to carry us.
There are too many choices and only
so many years to make them in.
Nothing will or can happen until I leave
from here, and I think you know that.
There’s no reason not to breathe.
There is no one we will touch.

MAYDAY

If I were a dancer
If I were doing my best
I would call you
incroyable
a cherishment
a forfeiture of this world
if this were a wavering day
a sudden surprise
of a day
I would be glad of it
This room too close to me
an empty birdhouse
swaying outside
If I were sharp-edged
a swing-set
in the middle of this poem
If I were an object
of a lost and more perfect order
I would like tomorrow
to be over with
only to know
that a day can go on

WINDOWSILL

To be looking back on
yesterday’s wake,
so tiny in the page-light
these wavering days
this box a luminary
trunk emptied and agape
A person to kin, you,
loved roughly and burnished:
put your hand
in the light of the window
We have our common-place
talking
out of politeness,
the empty space in the springs
an evening by the stove
some set store of belief
for the way the house today
is dark and low
We get in this building
and we don’t leave it
What has been happening
is our sinus rhythm
a momentary fallness
So satisfying
Now how far away
Were we

BODEGA

I am concerned about the bodega. I want to get it down, to
be limited by these cold stars, to walk with cigarettes by the
bodega. Our families are there, fundamentally unchanged and
received with gladness by the bodega. It’s nights like this
when I get cranky and wish for bad weather. I can’t stand it when
you tell me bodega. I’m such a baby in the dark blue periphery.
I cried on the bus as we passed the bodega, my feet still above
the hallway, not at all feeding the best parts of me. There is a
plastic bag of cilantro wilting in the bodega and right now,
at this very second, everyone else is growing a little bit taller.
Everything’s settling before I can get to it. Here I am by the
bodega recording beyond what I can record at any given time. I
see towns like they are not, ﬁlms like they are not. Here now I
am remembering you by the bodega. Here now I bought you a
book although you are not here.

NOT KEEPING NOW

What to extend, then
dream house, prairie ﬁre
This is our position
What more can we cull
as we work on nothing else
but our bodies
as we become caught
and quieted down
It is never easy to locate
that which is always traveling
Everything is potentially dangerous
sailing to the windward
of something else
weathering another ship
Anything to feel
barrel-vaulted with you
I follow you now
imagining that what we form
is a crowd
All that I wanted
to extend for you
too ephemeral
to imagine
the next few years
will be rings and rings

OJALÁ

This is one big sentence
This is another
What moves as the light goes down
the sunbox haltingly near
You go into the woods alone
and I forget that there are woods
and that I can do things in them
First you see the family
and then you don’t see the family
The snow bunting of march
shoals in hollow places
This house is all I see
It’s just science,
like the mammoth’s head
the face of a boy
hearing for the ﬁrst time
And we were not in love
but round vessels in the snow
blue sweaters asleep in the hallway
Fall is no fall
so here’s hoping
that it is willing
that I am willing
and that I am imagining it
Idleness in some places
Where the universe is spreading
and thirty miles will do
I want to be embroidered
as if then I could adhere to anything

SLEIGHT

OF

HAND

I am with you now. In the panel molding. Instead
of being suﬀocated. We are comforted. Pulled tight.
Sang the weakened door.
*
Before, and before. All of this. I know. That she by
the pram looked up. At the light in the hallway.
And called for me. This was before, before.
*
She died and died and still. I love. The ugly ones.
In the pictures.
*
You have no idea how close. She is. Working herself into other shapes. Holding ice at my ankles.
The telephone ringing. At a constant. She wants me
so badly. To be pumped by the inﬁnite.

POINTS

OF

CONTACT

One after one. After one. Little lights are lost, little
signals, little turns taken. How to open one’s mouth, then
pressure to open one’s mouth, then nothing but soda
water. Poached eggs and spelt bread on the kitchen
counter. Being ugly is easier to believe. A frame isn’t the
right word for it. Where I can see myself into myself. I
was born ten days late, and the water came out a copper
red. Like a breathing. I have seen the family. I have
deﬁned the word ﬁrmament over and over again. I am
not saying something. So much as waking to it. What a
wake. What a thing to work with.

*

The baby you have is the baby you were meant to have.
After so many years, it is what it is. Please understand
that. It’s too much. That I can’t braid my hair. Into your
hair. Cohesion happens ﬁrst in the cells. And then later
when the body stops. So I need you to know what I mean.
When I say the house I grew sick in. To acknowledge the
storm rolling in. I reach out in my aliveness now. Wrap
you in younger versions of you. I want to meet your body
like my body. In a dark kitchen. This is what you wake to.
You are you and you. And I want you all in me.

SUMMONS: SOLDIERY

Light box: of the city: its blue lift:
Distance: full, and thrown:
Such eﬀort to recall: a woodpile: some hunger:
some conduction: Such is: dream house: is prairie ﬁre:
Hung up: the upper part of a thing: We never say:
nor do we say: by the skin: presently feeling: beﬁtted:
A certain limit: of movement: in the ﬁrmament:
dividing itself: refracted: over:
What stop: in walking: in imitation of the body: its breathing:
See: cloud strife, marble: See: it’s just material: its shadow:
hatchings of air: road and trail: of thread:
From up here: bulbs: bellowing: a round vessel:
ﬁneness sometimes: a mason jar: of pressed oil:
The part spoken of: A full stop:
This generating: in concordance: so much to be said:
Open-mouthed: you will not: no: you will not:
Field: This is: blank is: is blank:
No facts: since run: in a window of light:
In the perfect home: not mentioned: at all times:
To have not: moved away: To dream: that people are aware:
Did not want: to appear: in the room often: want to show:
the room well: the hollow: Had not anticipated the fall:

Here delighted: an inward impression:
nearly to reason: By means of: a mossy plain: so capable:
of delicate kind: Here wanting: to display: a roomful:
a dreaming of feeling: buoyancy:
We rise: to some feet: in autumn: In light of: of running:
assailed by: to scope: to have some sleep: and ﬁnally quiet

DEEP BLUE SEA

Last night when we danced
we were a constellation. A budding.
You may not remember this,
but someone was closer than you think.
Someone saw you make gestures
you’ve never made in all your waking life.
Soon you will want to forgo this easiness.
Physical quantities are inherently fuzzy.
Right now I am curling my hair
and listening to Swan Lake.
When I am talking to you I say too much.
I want you to sit on my hips
while the blood washes in.
I want all of this trying again to last.
Months pass and no one kisses me
in the sun. I lose my footing.
I slip out of superstition.
I see what a girl needs and does
and it is what I choose not to need and do.
I can learn almost anything.
I can hover, move on, hover.
A body becomes more massive
once you recognize the space.
Try not to turn it into an object.
Try not to recognize it too soon.
The house will be the same
no matter what you do to it.

PHOTOSTAT

There’s something so longing in this
construction, a solar tightness
some ﬁgure to simmer with
I didn’t know what to extend
didn’t know to move northward
to see it and devour it
but through the spokes
I wanted you to see me
I left the door wide open
do you feel any of that

*

Something once was there
it appears when I can’t
remember a face
appears blueness of the projector
wish that it is
what I begin to say
which is

How jealous I was of winter
for that second

*

(wander you
from the body wander I
can’t brace myself )

*

mercy, mercy
Marie
pick up the phone if an impulse
and don’t stop moving for a second
the glass penetrates
then a movie
to dream inside
a photostat four and a half feet tall
If I took pictures now I would be trespassing

*

It’s not smoke but mist
rising from behind the trees
rain shooting upwards
from the shutters, so hot
it’s hard to tell
these places
we shift away from
no one was sick yet

No longer a building now
but instead a likening to
a hemmed thing, boundaries
that stand near you
frozen, constantly you

*

Somebody an isolation,
somebody who looked like you
who went from whiteness to slippage,
somebody so uncanny
in the screening
taking turns
this body to
make one more body
is a porch

somebody
being observed
and not knowing it
somebody
speaks and says
dear and dear and dear and dear

*

There is a recording
of this room
somewhere
with real faculties
the fog or mist bracing
ﬁgs that must be canned
I was surprised
by the moment
The line over my eyes gets deeper
the more I touch my face
and last night my hair went dark
I gave myself up to it

*

No one is here with me
being too lost in the wake
I wake up to scraping metal
and pour boiling water
on ant mounds
I deﬁne a turning of space
by how little is enough
dream of a diﬀerent house
with pine ﬂoors
I keep quiet, I keep

WISHES

TO

WILL

This is a song
about two people in a car
but they are not us
And I will sing this
about the casement
and gable windows
the ceiling of air above my house:
A little mechanism for the ages
This morning everything
behind the screen
was much less interesting
than we thought it would be
A triangle of jets
loomed across the sky
woke me up something plenty
I waited for their sound to stop
dreaming something about
girls picking up baby lambs
something about the act of tumbling
from a door frame into the sea

*

A series of bubbles may be blown
between a pair of rings
of pink glass
of white blouses
of heavy doors
You look at me
like I have said nothing so far
You alone in the door
frosted by the sea
wishing I were
an empty vessel
Here are seven dancers
and their positions
of receiving
Look at how they lift up their shifts
to wash their faces
Everything opens up

*

I must know that you’re good
because you have said that you are good
and most of the time I speak
an entirely diﬀerent language
to you
it is right but bewildering

I wanted you to kiss me in the wind
or at least to try
This is the only way to say it

*

It starts out like it’s going
to be the same thing
but then it isn’t

Radially my face is beautiful
only smaller and not as bright

EYE

AND

SCREEN

Suppose you were with me
to master this space
this empty theater
where the wind came
and the girl was frightened
so the tall quiet man kissed her harshly
Suppose the snow’s slow
bursting of bulbs
a long walk up and down staircases
Suppose we called this
a winter ﬂavor

*

This picture says that I am alive
and that later, I won’t be
We say an animal body or limb,
when cold, is rigid
We become so warm,
so apt to startle

*

I want to put
these two blue sea stars
into a box
to see what rushes

Such a warm miracle
Your house:
I ﬁnally touched it
and then, later, my eyes

*

I have been thinking
of ranch-style homes
your quince tree sunlit
and cemented over
I have looked in the picture
of the window
with the family looking back at me
I am telling this story
I am destroying this story

CROWʼS NEST

No one is around
as the body settles
the body as it loves
cabinetry
and black beds of salt
a township in rural Illinois
the body as it looks
at moths
ﬁlling up the pantry
with their heat
and soon my hip slides out
but I can’t stop reading
about cruelty
I am afraid
of getting home
and I am sorry
for all the same things
What I have here
isn’t a special want
It is what
you might call me
In front of the animals
as animals are
and tend to do
You couldn’t leave now
even if you wanted to
You never expect
the ice shelf collapsing
All this is
is a calling out to you
because with you
I might be able
to take this
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